
 

Curatorial > VARIATIONS  
 
With this section, RWM continues a line of programmes 
devoted to exploring the complex map of sound art from 
different points of view organised in curatorial series. 
 
'Variation' is the formal term for a musical composition based 
on a previous musical work, and many of those traditional 
methods (changing the key, meter, rhythm, harmonies or 
tempi of a piece) are used in much the same manner today 
by sampling musicians. But the practice of sampling is more 
than a simple modernization or expansion of the number of 
options available to those who seek their inspiration in the 
refinement of previous composition. The history of this music 
traces nearly as far back as the advent of recording, and its 
emergence and development mirrors the increasingly self-
conscious relationship of society to its experience of music. 
Starting with the precedents achieved by Charles Ives and 
John Cage, VARIATIONS will present an overview of the major 
landmarks in Sampling Music, following examples in 20th 
century composition, folk art and commercial media through 
to the meeting of all those threads in the present day.  
 
Curated by Jon Leidecker. 
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Jon Leidecker was born in 1970 in Washington D.C. to two 
physicists. Since 1990 he has performed appropriative 
collage music under the psuedonym Wobbly, aiming for 
extended narratives spun from spontaneous yet coherent 
multi-sample polyphony. Selected recent works are freely 
available online. http://detritus.net/wobbly/ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VARIATIONS #2  

The Globe 
 
If music initially hesitated to follow the lead of the visual arts in the field of 
collage, it made up for lost time in the sixties. Breakthroughs in high fidelity 
sound, an influx of consumer level tape recorders, and the continued influence of 
television building the notion of the Global Village were among the factors that 
led to an explosion in collage based composition. The most obvious of the shared 
qualities in these pieces was a tendency towards the use of World music, culled 
from as many disparate locations as possible. If the new availability of 
ethnological recordings from around the world had shattered the notion that 
music was a universal language, musical collage can be seen as an instant 
response to the rest of the world as it became unignorable – a way to explore 
things held in common and the potential for hybrid identities. 

 
01. Transcript 
 
Hello. This is Jon Leidecker, and welcome to the second episode of VARIATIONS, 
tracing the history of appropriative collage in music.  
 
The twentieth century conception of collage first emerged in the visual arts. 
Almost a century ago, Picasso, the Dadaists, Kurt Schwitters began incorporating 
found media into their paintings and sculptures. And in 1917, Marcel Duchamp's 
concept of the readymades, unaltered objects such as a bicycle tire or a urinal re-
presented as a work of art, stripped the very concept of what it was an artist did 
down to simple intent. It took musicians much longer to follow these same 
threads. Even though in theory, the turntable made it possible, an invisible wall 
seemed to be holding composers back from the almost unimaginable step of 
formally incorporating collage into music. 
 
This would change rapidly in the fifties as a generation of post-war children 
raised on radio wave surfing and the newly invented television remote control 
came of age. The barrage of consumer advertising emanating from the New World 
was seized directly as content by a new wave of visual artists in Britain who 
collaged these impossibly idealized images into their own critiques. Robert 
Rauschenberg pioneered a self-expressive approach to collage, using found 
detritus in his paintings and sculptures. In 1961 the commercial artist Andy 
Warhol discovered silkscreening, which enabled him to take advertisements and 
images from the mass media and use them in mechanically reproduced multiple 
prints. By the next year, the American media picked up on the new Pop Art, 
which blurred the lines between fine art and entertainment, and collage went 
mainstream. 
 
The advent of high-fidelity in the fifties was also a crucial step towards enabling 
collage in music. On earlier equipment, copying and layering a sound often 
degraded it beyond recognition, and therefore beyond its ability to act as a 
reference. But now, re-recorded sounds seemed less like a copy of the thing, and 
more like the thing itself. Budget reel to reel tape recorders were made more for 
living rooms than commercial studios, where non-professionals and their children 
got to know them less as tools than as instruments, producing homemade 'radio 
shows' and collages at home, making heavy use of the pause button. 
 
But in hindsight, it shouldn't be surprising that it required such time before the 
creative possibilities offered by the ability to actually record sound itself became 
perceivable to composers. When written notation was introduced in the nineth 
century after millenia of music being passed on largely as an oral tradition, it took 
nearly four centuries before a new tradition formed, one where composers began 
to feel comfortable enough to sign their own name to a piece of music. The 
technology of sheet music itself allowed historians a way to track the evolution of 
music, shifting the narrative away from anonymous, collective development, and  
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towards unique innovations contributed by individual authors. In much the same 
way, it took nearly a century after the birth of recording before the ingrained fear 
of plagiarism could be overcome – a fear ingrained by those same concepts of 
authorship inherited from the previous medium of sheet music. In other words, 
each new compositional technology revolutionizes the concept of what it means 
to compose. And we are still learning to understand the revolutions brought on by 
the musical technologies in use today.  
 
In any case, if we only needed an hour to cover collage in music up until 1961, 
we would need more than one hour for the next seven years. After decades of 
reticence, suddenly the brakes were off. And perhaps the most striking thing we 
see in the sudden explosion of collage in the sixties is the emphasis on world 
music. The market for ethnological recordings of music expanded in the fifties, 
giving Western listeners the chance to experience the Classical music of other 
cultures.  You could easily include Henry Cowell's five album series 'Music of the 
World's Peoples' in the lineage of fifties' sampling records – each album is 
compositionally edited to whiplash the listener across continents, audio tours of 
eighteen different countries in under 40 minutes. Cowell's series gave Western 
listeners a chance to wake up to the rest of the world, as well as preserving 
evidence of the sound of these cultures before the Western influence became 
inescapable for their musicians. 
 
New York composer Richard Maxfield availed himself of Henry Cowell's collection 
of world music for his piece 'Bacchanale', juxtaposing the beat poetry of Edward 
Fields and jazz improvisations recorded in Greenwich Village with recordings of 
Indian classical, Spanish flamenco and Korean pansori. Here's an excerpt of 
'Bacchanale' from 1963. 
 

Richard Maxfield, 'Bacchanale', 1963 
 

Maxfield also composed tape pieces for concert, where an instrumentalist would 
perform live duets with sampled pre-recordings of their own playing.  
 
One of Maxfield's contemporaries, Malcolm Goldstein, composed this piece for a 
dance by Arleen Rothlein, who picked the samples. Here's 'It Seemed to Me', 
from 1963. 
 

Malcolm Goldstein, 'It Seemed to Me', 1963 
 
New York composer Teiji Ito began writing music for theatre and ballet, alongside 
his scores for the films of Maya Deren. In his home studio from the fifties 
onward, Ito realized many tape collages for use as soundtracks, or as components 
of multimedia works. But a few were designed as standalone musical works, such 
as Tenno, a sprawling 50 minute piece where Ito plays Japanese, Caribbean, 
African and Western percussion and string instruments, sometimes alone, 
sometimes along with a turntable playing world music and sound effects at 
various speeds, all blended with effects and reverb. Spinning through cultures, 
here's the sixth movement of Tenno from 1964. 
 

Teiji Ito, 'Tenno' (Part 6, beginning), 1964 
 
Meanwhile, the influence of Musique Concrete continued making inroads towards 
the mainstream. Though staying well clear of appropriating released recordings, 
proto-sampling techniques weaved the sounds of daily life into advertising jingles, 
such as this dishwater machine's rhythm track in Daphne Oram's 'Tumblewash' 
from 1962.  
 

Daphne Oram, 'Tumblewash', 1962 
 
Dean Elliot's 1963 record 'Zounds! What Sounds' assembled Musique Concrete 
rhythm tracks from city street noises, and Perrey and Kingsley's 'The In Sound 
from Way Out' did the same for the familiar sound of a crying baby.  
 

Perrey and Kingsley, 'Countdown at Six', 1966 
 
Even though collage was clearly in the air by this point, one does have to pause  
when considering the number of collage pieces that emerged from the San 
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[San Francisco Tape Music Center in the 60s. From left: Tony Martin, Bill 
Maginnis, Ramon Sender, Morton Subotnick & Pauline Oliveros] 
 

    
Francisco Tape Music Center and its affiliated composers. Founded as an 
independent studio by Morton Subotnick, Pauline Oliveros and Ramon Sender in 
1962, it became a landing point for visiting New York composers such as John 
Cage and David Tudor, though the variety and aesthetic approaches of the work 
produced here were more than one coast removed. While composing a score for 
the theatre piece 'The Gift' in Paris in 1963, Terry Riley had the opportunity to 
record Chet Baker's band playing Miles Davis' 'So What', both as a group, and as 
soloists. Using two tape recorders to create a delay line of several seconds, Riley 
created time bending textures out of the solos before layering them back on top 
of the group recording, creating a studio remix of the original jazz standard. Tape 
delays of different lengths created phasing melodic loops and figures, results 
which eventually inspired his classic concert piece 'In C', the popular touchstone 
of a musical genre that later became known as Minimalism. He was on to 
something, and other tape works soon followed. This is 'Bird of Paradise' from 
1965, in which samples from R & B and soul records are fed to tape delay 
feedback loops, re-recording the sounds over and over until they disintegrate into 
music of pure texture, only occasionally revealing its source.  
 

Terry Riley, 'Bird of Paradise', 1965 
     
In the wake of these pieces, Riley's colleague Steve Reich borrowed the concept 
of phasing and delayed loops for his tape pieces 'It's Gonna Rain' and 'Come Out'. 
Sampling Pentecostal preacher Brother Walter on the subject of the end of the 
world, 'It's Gonna Rain' was played widely in concert, and its formal and 
transparent use of phasing tape loops had an immediate impact and wider 
influence on fellow musicians.  
 

Steve Reich, 'It's Gonna Rain (Part 2)', 1965  
 
Riley and Reich's colleagues at the San Francisco Tape Music Center used the 
tape delay feedback process for a variety of works, many of which involved 
appropriated recordings. Ramon Sender sent the opening of Wagner's 'Siegfried 
Idyll' into the delay and then cut off the input, leaving the tape to gradually 
degrade the sound into oblivion.  
 

Ramon Sender Barayon, 'Wagner', 1965 
 
Though the Tape Music Center made the most of a limited budget, one 
remarkable piece of equipment arrived in the form of the Chamberlin, a piano 
keyboard with each key connected to its own long strip of recording tape. 
Individually recorded notes of organs, violins, vibraphones, human vocals were 
played by the right hand, while the left hand controlled rhythmic loops of 
different genres of music. This was the first sampling keyboard. A pianist could 
now play live with recordings of instruments, a library of notes and loops which 
Harry Chamberlin had carefully recorded in collaboration with the 
instrumentalists of Lawrence Welk's orchestra. Ramon Sender's 'Desert 
Ambulance' was the first piece created at the Tape Music Center with the 
Chamberlin. Sender's piece, which jumbles Welk's loops into a delirious 
arrhythmic salad, maintains a sense of live improvisation with the new instrument 
and its library of pop music sounds. But this was a live improvisation based on 
the aesthetic of editing – the ability to splice, now available to the player in real 
time. Jamming had never sounded like this before. Featuring Pauline Oliveros on 
occasional accordion, here's the 1964 recording 'Desert Ambulance'. 
 

Ramon Sender Barayon, 'Desert Ambulance', 1964 
 
1965's 'Rock Symphony' by Pauline Oliveros was an overt collage of songs 
sampled from sixties pop and rock radio, meant as a tribute to the fast developing 
local music scene, whose open minded audience in the mid-sixties often crossed 
over with that of the explorative avant-garde. After recording a series of electronic 
improvisations using only two signal generators wired through tape delay, she 
decide to introduce another element – dropping the needle on a random record 
she found in the studio. Her solo became a duet as an aria from Puccini's 
'Madame Butterfly' joined the electronics on their way through the delays. 
Oliveros' electronic commentary on 19th century gender roles became 1965's  
'Bye Bye Butterfly'. 
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Pauline Oliveros, 'Bye Bye Butterfly', 1965 

 
Carolee Schneeman's 1965 film 'Viet-Flakes' is a biting montage cutting and 
scanning across photographs of U.S. war atrocities in Vietnam. Its score is a tape 
composition by her then partner James Tenney. Cutting Vietnamese folk and 
religious music in with Western classical and sixties pop hits. No layering; just 
increasingly rapid linear cuts, a collage made from transitions, rhythms and 
silences. Here are two excerpts from the soundtrack to Tenney's less heard 
'Collage No. 2, Viet-Flakes'. 
 

James Tenney, 'Viet-Flakes (Collage No. 2)', 1966 
 
On the matter of influence, it's worth mentioning that this documentary would 
have been almost impossible to assemble until very recently: almost every piece 
I'm playing in this episode has only found commercial release within the last ten 
years. While these pieces certainly had a deep impact on colleagues and the 
coastal audiences for tape-music concerts, we're turning now to pieces that were 
released on record during the decade they were created – the ones that actually 
had a chance to reach a wider audience. 
 
Narrator on opening track of John Cage's 'Variations IV': 'In the grooves of this 
record is the sound of John Cage. This album, Variations IV, is a recording of a 
concert given by John Cage and his associate David Tudor at the Feigen / Palmer 
Art Gallery on La Cienega Boulevard in Los Angeles. The evening started with the 
electronic equipment distributed throughout the gallery in two separate rooms. In 
each room there was a complete sound unit consisting of amplifiers, speakers, 
record players, radio tuners, tape recorders, mixers, and so on. Many of the 
speakers and microphones were distributed in odd positions. Such as the mic on 
the street in front of the entrance, so that the sound of the traffic could be 
inserted into the system at will. In each room there was an operator under the 
personal supervision of either John Cage, or his associate for this project David 
Tudor. The systems were actuated, and the sounds which you are about to 
witness were the object of the concert. Listen closely and you will hear the 
sounds of the audiences, as well as the tinkle of the glasses as the mic over the 
bar was in use. Records and previously recorded tapes as well as radio broadcasts 
are mixed in during the concert. So now in five seconds, Variations IV.' 
 

John Cage & David Tudor, 'Excerpts 7pm to 8pm / 8pm to 9pm', 1965 
 
If it sounds random, it's only because the operators are mixing the tapes with a 
careful aesthetic than prevents any one source from dominating, allowing the 
sounds to exist only as sounds. Modern performances of Cage's pieces for radio 
and TV present to us the media overload we normally tune out, and allow us to 
hear it like a time capsule we're putting into the ground. And historical recordings 
of those pieces sound exactly like those same time capsules unearthed. You can't 
go to these works expecting to hear masterful composition in the same way you go 
to Beethoven, but you can go to them for evidence of what it was like to be alive 
at that time. It's worth noting that unlike his pieces strictly for radio, the one 
other recording of 'Variations IV' uses many of the same tapes, mixed in a 
different order – different performances presented different combinations. 
 
Early in 1966, Karlheinz Stockhausen accepted a commission from NHK Studios 
in Japan to compose a new piece of electronic music. He spent the first eight 
days working day and night without sleep until he began to imagine that he was 
not composing a new piece of his music, but rather 'a music of the whole earth, 
of all countries and all races.' Sampling folk music from Japan, Bali, the Sahara, 
Spain, the Amazons, China, Vietnam, and unknown voices coming in on the 
shortwave, the result was 'Telemusik'. 
 

Karlheinz Stockhausen, 'Telemusik (Structures 5, 6, 9, 13, 22)', 1966 
 
Stockhausen was adamant that 'Telemusik' was not to be classified as a mere 
work of collage. His use of filters, ring modulation and envelope followers went 
beyond simply mixing, layering and editing his materials. His aim was a new 
identity, intermodulation – the dynamic volume envelope of an Indian woman's 
singing could be used to control the volume of a recording of Hungarian folk  
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music, so that group harmonies of one culture seemed to be speaking through the 
voice of another. 
 
Stockhausen followed this eighteen minute work with the two hour long epic 
'Hymnen', which sought to apply the same process of intermodulation to the 
national anthems of the world. By using familiar source materials, he hoped to 
render his new compositional methods transparent to every listener. The 
electronic medium would realize a vision of a unified plurarity. Cutting back and 
forth between countries, merging rhythms and harmonies, using the voices of 
animals to sing national anthems, and playing with the listener's sense of time as 
all of these deeply held identities flew by in various abstract shapes – 
Stockhausen said that he hoped to make it possible to experience, as a musical 
vision, the unity of peoples and nations in a harmonious human family. 
 

Karlheinz Stockhausen, 'Hymnen Elektronische Musik mit Orchester, 3rd Centre', 
1973 

 
Karlheinz Stockhausen, 'Hymnen - Fourth Region, Fifth Insertion India', 1967 

 
Sometimes an artist imagines the shape of his work long in advance of the 
technology needed to realize it. But as the course of pop music demonstrates, 
more often the equipment itself is the influence on the artist. Or as Marshall 
McLuhan put it, 'we shape our tools, and then our tools shape us.'  
 
Marshall McLuhan: 'With the recorder, the electronic drum as it were, all the 
music of the world becomes available, at any moment, just like an encyclopedia; 
we begin to develop a vast tribal encyclopedia of musics. Music becomes plural. 
You can't speak of it anymore in the singular.' 
 
McLuhan's legendary book about television's linking of its audience to form a 
Global Village, 'Understanding Media', was followed by 'The Medium is the 
Massage – An Inventory of Effects' illustrating how this new media environment 
was reshaping the minds of those who lived inside it. As the book was a collage 
merging text and image, the LP version, released by Columbia records in 1967, 
was a dense mix, illustrating McLuhan's narration by constantly interrupting it. 
Most of the beds are generic library music or public domain classical, and many 
of the voices were obviously recorded for the record – so this is not a collage of 
found sounds. What's being referenced is channel surfing itself, the sound of 
found sound, the sound of the medium massaging you.  
 

Marshall McLuhan, 'The Medium is the Massage', 1967 
 
OK one more piece that went unreleased until the CD era. Commissioned in 1967 
by a Philadelphia nightclub to create a dance piece, Riley assembled his most 
overt appropriation yet. Using the same phasing techniques of staggered and 
gradually shifting offset rhythms he'd been writing for ensembles, but this time 
deploying them directly onto extended loops fashioned from an R & B song by 
Harvey Averne, here's an excerpt from the 20 minute long marathon, perhaps the 
first extended dance remix, 'You're Nogood'. 
 

Terry Riley, 'You're Nogood', 1967 
 
Earlier in this episode we heard pieces produced with the Chamberlin, a keyboard 
that substituted strings with strips of magnetic tape, and hammers with playback 
heads – the first keyboard sampler. Chamberlin's instrument had drawbacks that 
kept it from effective mass manufacturing, but his assistant Bill Fransen saw the 
potential for improvements, and took them overseas to the British company 
Bradmatic Ltd., and the Mellotron was born.  
 

Bradmatic Ltd., 'El Cumbanchero, 1964 Mellotron Demonstration Record', 1964 
 
Ads promising a keyboard that could replace human players led to a lawsuit from 
the musician's union, but they needn't have worried. Much as users of digital 
samplers would learn over a decade later, the Mellotron couldn't hope to sound 
exactly like the instruments it sampled. But it was remarkable at offering strange  
new sounds for keyboard players, and these sounds spread their way across 
countless pop songs, and are still widely used today in digital software libraries. 
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Critically, users could not sample their own sounds using a Mellotron. That 
almost unimaginable innovation would have to wait for later. 
 
We close this episode with a few concluding excerpts from music by The Beatles. 
Stockhausen is one of the many people included on the cover of Sgt. Peppers, 
and Lennon was also only one degree of separation from John Cage by his new 
girlfriend Yoko Ono. While doing the final mixdown of 'I Am the Walrus', Lennon 
decided they would indeterminately sample from the airwaves. During the song's 
long slow fade, a feed from late night Radio BBC was quietly added to the mix. 
 
 

BBC Radio, 'The Tragedy of King Lear (Act IV, Scene VI)', 1967 
 
The death scene from King Lear is now the official ending of the song. The mix is 
in mono; if they'd done another one for stereo, there would have been something 
different on the radio. Taking the influence of Cage's happenings and 
Stockhausen's 'Hymnen' to the widest possible audience on the penultimate track 
of their self-titled 1968 album, 'Revolution No. 9' was the first abstract collage to 
go platinum. It began life as a series of tape loops meant to augment a long coda 
for Lennon's song 'Revolution', in the same way they'd done for their earlier song 
'Tomorrow Never Knows'. But this time, the loops took over, demanding their own 
piece. Fragments of test tones, library sounds, snippets of Beethoven, Sibelius 
and Schumann, World Music from the BBC library made their way on dozens of 
tape loops, which were then musically mixed down and layered into an eight 
minute tour, disjointed yet anything but random, abstract yet narrative. Recorded 
during a year of student protests, police riots and political assassinations, this 
piece was not just a document of the times, but a call for further action.  The 
sound of chanting sampled from a football game suddenly had different 
connotations released in the wake of May 1968, massive police retaliation to 
peaceful protests, and Richard Nixon's re-election on a pro-war platform. 
'Revolution No. 9' became less a direction of the way music was heading than a 
highwater mark in the public's exposure to experimental collage, a peak affording 
a view of the sleep and inertia that would follow in its wake. 
 
This has been the second episode of VARIATIONS. The third episode will cover 
the experimental and technological groundwork of the seventies that would 
eventually lead to the pop breakthroughs in hip hop and electronic music that are 
already widely familiar, although who knows what they'll sound like in context 
with the things we've been listening to so far. Until then, this is Jon Leidecker, 
and thanks for listening. 
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